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Urbanisation
Urban areas (towns and cities) are populaLplaces to be and getting ever more so. You need to know why...

Urbanisation is Happening Fastest in Poorer Countries
D Urbanisation is the growth in the proportion of a country's population living in urban areas.
2) It's happening in countries all over the Vi/orld — more than 50% of the world's population
currently live in urban areas (3.9 billion people) and this is increasing every day.
3) The rate of urbanisation differs between countries that are richer and those that are poorer.
4) High Income Countries (HICs} are more economically developed, e.g. UK, Japan and Germany.
Urbanisation happened earlier in HICs than in LICs and NEEs, e.g. during the Industrial Revolution,
and most of the population now akeadyjjve in urban areas.
5) HICs have very slowjat^ of urban growth, and many people desiring a better quality of life are moving
/a^ from overcrowded cities to rural areas. Good transport and communication net\/vorks mean that
people in HICs can live in rural areas and commute to cities, or work from home.
6) Low Income Countries (LICs) are less economically developed, e.g. Ethiopia, Nepal and Afghanistan.
Not many of the population in LICs currently live in urban areas. In general, the fastest rates of
urbanisation in the world are in LICs.

7) Newly Emerging Economies (NEEs) are those where economic development is increasing rapidl;

e.g. Brazil, China, Russia, India. The percentage of the population living in urban areas varies.
Some NEEs such as Thailand, Nigeria and China are experiencing rapid urban growth.

Urbanisation is Caused by Rural-Urban Migration and Natural Increase
1) Rural-urban migration is the movement of people from the countryside to the cities. The rate of
rural-urban migration is affected by push factors (things that encourage people to leave an area)
and pull factors (things that encourage people to move to an area). It's usually a combination
of push and pull factors that causes people to migrate.
Natural disasters, e.g. floods and earthquakes,
can damage property and farmland, which people
can't afford to repair.
2) Mechanisation of agricultural equipment —
farms require fewer workers so there are fewer jobs.
3) Desertification can make land unproductive (see
p.44), so people can no longer support themselves.
4)
;onfiict or war can cause people to flee their homes.
D

1) There are more jobs in urban

areas that are often better paid.
2) Access to better health care
and education.
3)
4)

To join other family members
who have already moved.
People think they will have a
better quality of life.

2) Urbanisation is also caused by natural increase. Natural increase is when the birth rate is h_lgh_ei
than the death rate, i.e. more people are being born than are dying, so the population grows.
3) It's normally young people that move to cities to find work. These people then have children in
the cities, which increases the proportion of the population living in urban areas. Also, better healthcare
in yrban_areas means people live longer, again increasing the proportion of people in urban areas.
4) High rates of urbanisation are leading to the growth of megacities. A megacity is an urban area with over
.10 million people living there, e.g. Mumbai in India. There are now Minegacities— more than two thirds
are in LJCs and NEEs, and more new megacities are expected to emerge in Asia and Africa by 2030.

People usually move to cities to look for better jobs and services
Nothing too difficult on this page — richer countries have a high percentage of their population in urban areas,
but urbanisation in poorer countries is happening fast. Try scribbling down the reasons for the migration.
Unit 2A — Urban Issues and Challenges
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Urban Growth — Opportunities and Challenges
i.

The lure of the city lights can be strong, but there are plenty of challenges to urban grov4h.

Irban Growth in NEEs and LICs Creates Opportunities^
Social Opportunities
1) There is better access to

services, e.g. health care
and education, compared
to rural areas.

2) There is also better access
to resources, such as a

clean water supply and
electricity.

Economic Opportunities
1) The growth of urban industrial areas can men

economic deveiopment.
2) As industries develop, more people move to urban areas to work

in the factories — there are more jobs and JaettgLwages than in
rural areas.

3) Industries sell the goods they produce on the international market.
Manufactured goods make greater profits than unprocessed goods
(e.g. agricultural products) so industrialised countries get wealthier.

...but it also Brings Challenges
Social and Economic Challenges

I

E
E

I

Many people who move to the city from rural areas end
up in squatter settlements (slums) — settlements that are
built iliegaily in and around the city,
by people who can't afford proper housing.
1) They are often badly built and overcrowded.
2) People often don't have access to basic services,
e.g. clean running water, proper sewers or electricity.
3) The unclean conditions and lack of access to medical
services mean people often have poor health.
4) People may not have access to education so they are
unable to develop the skills needed to get better jobs.
They often work long hours for little pay.
5) There can be high levels of unemployment and crime.

Environmental Challenges
If cities grow rapidly waste disposal services,
sewage systems and environmental regulations
for factories can't keep pace with the growth.
1) Rubbish often isn't collected or it may end

up in big rubbish heaps. This can damage
the environment, especially if it's toxic.
2) Air poiiution comes from burning fuel,
vehicle exhaust fumes and factories.

3) Sewage and toxic chemicals can get into
rivers, harming wildlife.

4) The road system may not be able to cope
with all the vehicles. Coneestion causes

increased greenhouse gas emissions.

r

i

_TheJFavela-Q^irro Project Helps Poor People in Rio de Janeiro's Favelas
Often the pooresLpeopie to urban areas are the worst affected by the problems of urban growth.

Urban pianning schemes can he^p reduce the impact of these problems and improve the quality of life for tRe
urban poor. An example of an urban^planning scheme is the Favela-Bairro Project in Rio de Janeiro:
1) RiQ^!eJ<ineirQ is in south east BrazH'. -U has more than 600 squatter settlements (called favelas),
housing ojifrjlfth of the city's population (more than one mijlion people).
2) The Favela-Bairro project ran from 1995-2008-and involved 253 000 people in 73 faveias. It has led to:
Social improvements — e.g. there are now day care centres for children, adult
education classes and services to help people with drug or alcohol addictions.
Economic improvements — e.g. the project is helping people get legal ownership
of their properties and running training schemes to help people find better jobs.
Environmental improvements— e.g. wooden buildings are being replaced with brick buildings,
streets have been widened and paved, and there are now rubbish collection services.

Learn the major challenges caused by urban growth ^-'•.:&;
This is important stuff — the opportunities and challenges of urban growth can be applied to most Fast-growing

I cities. You also need to know how urban planning can help improve things for the poor. So get learning:'"-,.»•.£
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Lagos is a great example of the attraction of cities and the problems caused by rapid urban growth.

|Lagos is the Biggest City in
1) Lagos is a city in Nigeria — Nigeria is a Newly Emerging Economy (NEE) and the richest country in Africa.
The city's population is over 21 million, and is one of the fastest-growing urban areas in the world.
2) It was the national capital until 1991, and it remains the main financial centre for the whole of WestAfrica.
3) More than 275 OOP migrants arrive every year, creating an outwards urban spravi/1 of the city into the
surrounding countryside. Natural increase is also causing population growth but not as much as migration.

Lagos Offers People Better Jobs and a Better Quality of Life...
Economic Opportunities

Social Opportunities
Lagos has better access to services and resources
than rural Nigeria:
1) There are more healthcare centres and hospitals

and a better range of medicines in Lagos.
2) 68% of the population of Lagos have secondary
education (40% don't even attend priman

school in rural areas in the north of the country).
3) In Lagos, people can use electricity for cookinj
and lighting. Access to electricity also means
people can develop businesses.
4) Water treatment plants provide safe water piped
directly to areas of the city.

1) Rural Nigeria is very poor — most people
come to Lagos in search of better jobs.
2) Rapid growth of the city means there are lots
of construction jobs, e.g. building the new
commercial centre, Eko Atlantic.

3) Lagos is home to many of the country's banks,
government departments and manufacturing
industries (e.g. making food and drink). There
are two major ports and a fishing industry.
4) Lagos also has a thriving film and music industry
— 'Nollywood' films are very popular.

I ...But Rapid Growth has Led to Loads of Problems
Planners have been unable to keep up with rapidly expanding population. The average population density is
20 OOP people per km2 — this puts pressure on the supply of housing, services and infrastructure.
Over 60% of the city's population live in slums, e.g. Makoko.
1) Houses in Makoko are flimsy, wooden huts built on stiits in the lagoon. There is only one primary
school in Makoko and many families can't afford to send their children to school.
2) Communai toilets are shared by 15 households and most of the waste goes straight into the iagoon
below — it's always full of rubbish and raw sev/age. This causes health probiems, e.g. cholera.
3) Water can be bought in Makoko from a communal water point but that can be up to 3 km away
and the only electriaty comes from illegal connections that often cut out.
4) There are high levels of crime in Makoko — the slum is seif-policed by gangs called 'Area_Boys'.
Only about 40% of rubbish is officially collected and
there are large rubbish dumps containing toxic waste.
2) Waste disposal and emissions from factories are not
controlied, leading to air and water pollution.
3) Traffic congestion is really bad — many face 2 hour
1

commutes in rush hours known as the 'go_slow'.

EXAM
TIP

There aren't enough
formal jobs for all the migrants

people have to make
money any way they can, e.g.
by scavenging in the Olusosun
rubbish dump for items to sell.

Include lots of facts and figures when you write about a case study
If you've studied a different example of urban growth in class and you'd rather write about that instead,
then no problem — just make sure you have enough information to cover the key points on this page.
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Worked Exam Questions

Here's the first lot of worked exam questions for this section — for an extra bit of practice, try covering the
answers and thinking about how you would answer each question before you read the suggested answer.
1

Study Figure 1, a photograph of some students in a city in Indonesia.

1.1 Using Figure 1 and your own knowledge,
outline two opportunities created by urban
growth in a lower income country (LIC)
or a newly emerging economy (NEE).

Figure 1

Opportunity 1: ..Fl.au.l:e..'l...sho.ws..chluren.
.ari

in school uniform — cities offer better

•f

access to. services such as education
\
-*

.?.9.r??p^r.e.^.1-p..r.y.caJ..a.^e.a?;.

Opportunity 2: ..There.are..motor.bikes.

;o^r

•.*

>

. R?.^^. .':?.lf1:?.'.^.e. .^h?. .^.IJ.'^!t1.3?. .'P. .'7!3HF.e. .1;.
.s.'10wln3. ?.ba1:. peo.pJ.e.are. .t'e.asorl.a.'?ly. .we.a^.'1y.TT7;. c!?:.les. ojfer.more lo'?s .a.n.^. .^.eSer. .wa.9.es .^h.arl. .ru.ra'..a.reas;.
[2]

1.2 Describe two environmental challenges caused by urban growth in an LIC or NEE.

Challenge 1:.. .?.e.wa3.e .anc'. ^ox.lc. .c.b.em.!.c?.l.s .fr.om. fac.^orles .can .3e.^. .'.n':0 .rl.Y.ers.'. !?at'.IT1l.n9. .w'!(:".lfe

Challenge 2:. .Traffic..congestion, from .rap.idly. .increasing, numbers .of cars. causes. 1 ncreased .
.3.r.?e.rl.b.9.use.3.as..e.rr"ssio.ns.
[2]

1 3 Explain how an urban planning scheme in an LIC or NEE has had a positive effect on people
living in the area.

. .^rsH^. .w.?7flf1:h. pf. ^.h.e. i?op.uJ.aj:.lpn. pf. .Bi°. .^.ejan.ejrp. Jiye. Ln
The Fa.Yela-Bairro .p.rpj.ect was a scheme designed the .imRrpye .quality of life for peop\e in 73 fayelas.
J.^.?.et. UR. da^. .care .centresjor. chi^ren.an^. .adyJt .e^u^
J.^. .aJSO .l.m.proye(:'. .peoRie'.s. e.c.onomi.c. 5.1.^.u.a?ipn.'. .for .exampje. .^y. .b.e.'Rin.9L .^h.em. .^0.3?.^. .le3ai. .o.wnersbl.p.
fit. ^eir. homes. .?.n^. .^j. .runnin3. .^.ra.ln!n.3 .sch.eme^
.E.'?yi.roc).men.1:al .c.bar!3es'. suc.h.as .settin.3i .u.p. .r.L!l?l:"sh. co"eci:!on .s.ery.l.ces.'. .ma.^e .the .area. .mor.e..Ri.eas.an^. for.
B

,J?.e.?.l?.'.e..{:P. !Y.e.in.-.

[4]
[Total 8 mar!<sj

I
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Exam Questions
1 Study Figure 1, a graph showing the change in the urban population of lower income
countries (LICs) and higher income countries (HICs) between 1950 and 2000.
Figure 1

1.1 Complete the graph to show that
the urban population of LICs in

2.04-'------'--'-------'-----'-----'-------'---'------'~
—LICs —HICs

2000 was 2 billion.

[1]

G
0

1.54-

•j=!

s

Ill

s

ill 1.2 Describe the trends shown in Figure 1.

s
&1 0
0
p.

IN

i=!

I^j
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!1

's

0.5^
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,ti
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I
I
^s

[3]

',*

1.3 Suggest two pull factors that encourage people to move to cities.
1:.

2:

:,!

[2]

1.4 Suggest reasons for the difference in the rate of urbanisation in HICs and LICs shown in Figure 1.

II

[6]
[Total 12 mark]
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UK Cities
Cities don't just spring up in any old place — most of them are where they are for a reason. If you know your
physical landscapes of the UK (see page 54), the urban areas should slot nicely into place.
.SSIft^

Most Cities are in Lowland Areas with Good Access to Natural Resources

The population distribution in the UK is very uneven. Many of the major_cities have developed into conurbations
— towns that have merged to form continuous urban areas. These areas have the highest population density.
The relief (change in the height of the land) affects where most people live:
F.
h

?.<

Mineral wealth (especially of coal

^

Upland regions such as
the north of Scotland

and iron ore) has often led to rapid

are sparsely-populated
they are difficult

population growth because this was
where industries developed. Many
of the UK'S cities developed on major
coalfields, e.g. Newcastle and Leeds.

to farm and have few
natural resources.

Many coastal areas have

D

Glasgow

Newcastle

Belfast

Most urban areas developed
in lowland areas (e.g.
Birmingham) — these are easy

Leeds

attracted human settlement

— especially where there
are sheltered bays and

Edinburgh
°.

A

/>

Manchester

river estuaries suitable for

building harbours. Key
ports (e.g. Liverpool and
Cardiff) have grown into

T

to build on and have a milder

v

:limate than upland areas.

Liverpool

major cities.

<

^

R

Cardiff

B

Birmingham
Population density
(100s per km2)

London

g 23.7+
B 3.3-23.7

London is the UK'S biggest city — it has over 8.6 million people, which
is 10% of the country's total population. It is the national capital and has
many industries (e.g. it is one of the global financial centres).

a 0-3.3

Cities Have Different Zones
Most UK cities have distinct areas called zones. You might be asked to spot one of them on a map,
so here are the four main zones and what to look out for:
The Central Business District (CBD)

The suburbs are found
\.^

Vi

is usually in the middle of a town or
city. It has its main public buildings,

.7

•«<
Wll—

towards the edge of the city.
They are mainly residential
areas, often with semidetached houses. Look for
lots of short, curved streets

train and bus stations, hotels, shops,
offices, restaurants and entertainment

facilities — you can see some of
these on maps. The CBD is often

and cul-de-sacs on the map.

I'

surrounded by a ring road — so look
out for one of these as well.
s

edge of the city. It has farmland
and open spaces as well as new
The inner city area often has a mix of land uses — mainly residential (including housing developments and large
old terraced houses, high-rise tower blocks and modern housing built in
retail and business parks. Look
redevelopment programmes) but with some businesses and recreational parks. for white spaces showing fields
Lots of short, parallel roads often show areas of terraced housing in the inner city. mixed with more built-up areas.
s%

•s'

The rural-urban fringe is on the

^

-?.

You might have to identify UK cities from a map in the exam
If you think anywhere south of Manchester is basically London, it's probably a good idea to take a long, hard
look at the map at the top of this page. Urban zones will come in useful over the next few pages too.
Reproduced with permission by Ordnance Survey9
© Crown copyright 2016 05 100034841
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Change in UK Cities
UK cities have always been changing. These changes lead to opportunities and challenges.

I Urban Change Creates Opportunities and Challenges...
1

During the industrial Revolution there was growth of manufacturing industries and rapid urbanisation.
2) This was followed by industrial decline — many industries relocated overseas or to the rurai-urban fringe.
3) Lots of people moved to the suburbs, and the inner city areas and CBDs declined.
4) Regeneration, projects have helped to make city centres more attractive again.
5) These changes have created various opportunities and challenges:
Immigrant communities were attracted by low cost inner city housing. Many UK cities are now very
multicyityrai — offering a range of food and festivals, e.g. the Netting htitl Carnival in London.
2) Redevelopment presents opportunities for new investment. Hotels, restaurants and entertainment
venues can be upgraded to make the city centre more attractive.
3) CBDs have been redeveloped with offices and entertainment facilities — creating employment
opportunities in, for example, finance, tourism and the creative industries.
4) Cities dealing with congestion problems and high numbers of comrnuters coming into CBD have
developed innovative transport soiutions.
5) The importance ofgreen_space in cities is being increasingly recognised by planners.
Parks, gardens and open spaces are being incorporated into regenerated areas of UK cities.
D

Industrial decline in cites caused a decrease in wealth. People moved away, leaving derelict buildings
that became a target for crime, and areas in many inner cities became deprived.
2) Deprived areas are linked to poor access to health care, education and job opportunities compared to
other areas —these inequalities can lead to social unrest.
3) Derelict land in inner cities provides brovvnfield sites (sites that have previously been developed),
which can be used for new development. However, high demand for housing means that new estates
also sprawl onto rural greenfield sites (land which has remained free from development).
4) The rurai-urban fringe is under pressure from the development of business parks and large shopping
centres — the land here is attractive because of good transport links and its lower cost.
1)

New Islington has Been Regenerated
Regeneration is the improvement of an area. Here's how an inner city area in Manchester was regenerated:
The old est"».te needed regenerating...

...so people took action

in the 1960s, just eastofthe city centre.
It replaced the old, cramped terraces that

1) The government's regeneration gg^^ worked
with private companies^irrd local residents to
improve the area — renamed New Isiington.

had housed factory workers'.- .

2) . 1700 new homes were built in consultation with

1) The Cardroom estate was built in Manchester

2) By the mid 1990s the estate had become
run-down and had a bad reputation. 50% of
the houses were empty or being used as sqjj<
3) The area had many economic and social
problems including high unemployment,
Joyndmg, burglary, drug problems, graffiti
and vandalism.

ftfVISI0^
TIP

local residents, and a new tram stop improved
public transport links.
3) New community faciiities include a health

centre, viliage hall, and restaurants and cafes.

4) The project provided an orchard, an eco-park
and a community football pitch — these have
made the area a more attractive place to live.

Draw a table of urban opportunities and challenges
Make sure you're familiar with the opportunities and challenges caused by change in urban areas of
the UK. Try making a table or highlighting them in different colours to help you remember them.
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Change in UK Cities
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..but it has also Brought Social and Economic C^Ttengesi^
Jj.1
%» ^-

1) Industrial decline in the 20th century [eft much of Liverpool's :
inner city very deprived. Areas of the inner city such as Anfield :

and Toxteth are among the most deprived areas in England. ^
2) Regeneration of parts of the city has lead to increased inequality ;
people in wealthier areas have better access to housing,

•-• 111111
3l ",'-?•

education, employment and heajthcare. '

w

-'.

».

3)

t

Some inner city areas have been redeveloped — existing
housing has been cleared and replaced with modern housing.
The new housing is often too expensive for the former residents,
who are forced out.

u'-s.ir en

4) Many children in deprived areas of Liverpool leave school

without basic qualifications, leading to low incomes and high
unemployment — about 9% of adults in Anfield are unemployed.
5) Unhealthy iifestyles, e.g. drinking, smoking and poor diets, are
more common in deprived areas. Life expectancy in Toxteth is
over 10 years lower than it is in wealthier areas of the city.

i

I

l^^p^Change has Brought Environmental Opportjmjtiii
1) The decline of industry left many areas of Liverpool run down and
open spaces as wasteland. Urban greening is forming part of the city's
regeneration. Planners are trying to increase and preserve open spaces
such as public parks and gardens.

y.

-^
it

^.^
•»&•».
.. v

2) More cycle and pedestrian routes are being created ;
and wasteland is being converted into usable parks. |

3) Liverpool ONE includes a five acre park, called
Chavasse Park, right in the middle of the city centre. |

^#*

••:.

L
•s
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Change in UK Cities
^and Environmental
1) As people left inner city areas, buildings were left empty.
Derelict buildings were targets for graffiti and vandalism.
Many areas, e.g. Toxteth, became run down.
2) The growth of the city and movement of people to the suburbs
means there is pressure to build on greenfield sites. This has
destroyed natural habitats. Building on brownfield sites is

T^~

t.~Bri

better for the environment but the land needs ciearine and

"^y3>:^t,

decontaminatina first.

3) Waste disposal is becoming an increasing issue
as the city's popuiation grows.
4) Plans are in place to build a new waste and

recycling centre in the Old Swan area.

W-vG

Scrap metal is recycled and shipped
overseas at this plant at Gladstone Docks.

JUrban Sprawl Puts Pressure on the Rural-Urban Fringe |
Urban sprawl is the unplanned growth of urban areas into the surrounding countryside.
The rural-urban frinRe is an area of transition where there's a mix of urban and rural land use.

1) As Liverpool has grown, it has sprawled outwards, merging with surrounding urban
areas to create the Merseyside conurbation. This has affected the rural-urban fringe:
Large housing estates, e.g. Croxteth Park, have been built on rural
greenfiekUand. This provides a pleasant environment for people to live in
but means that open_spaces are lost and ecosystems damaged or destroyed. |
i
Out-of-town developments, e.g. Knowsley Business Park and New Mersey
Shopping Park, take advantage of cheaper land outside the city and

are easily accessible to lots of people. But large areas of rural land are
lost when they are built and they can lead to air and noise poiiution
and traffic congestion, as people often travel to them by car.

Southport
Aughton
Live

Birkenhead

Merseyside conurbation

J

2) Commuter settlements, e.g. Aughton, are places in the rurai-urban fringe where the majon]

of the population leaves the town each day to work elsewhere. This can cause challenges.
New housing developments can affect the character of rural settlements and damage the environment. |
Demand for houses increases house prices. Prices in Aughton are among the highest
in the region. Locals may not be able to afford to remain in the area.
Businesses in commuter settlements may suffer, as the majority of the population are absent a
lot of the time and may spend their money where they work rather than where they live.
Large numbers of commuters can increase pollution and cause traffic congestion and parking problems.

Revise the details of Liverpool or another UK city
Right, loads of stuff here... Make sure you're clear on how urban change has created both opportunities and
challenges in Liverpool — or another place you've studied. Keep going over the details /til you know them inside out.
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Sustainable Urban Living
It's the 's' word again — it wouldn't be a geography topic without it. This time it's sustainable cities.
Urban Areas Need to Become More Sustainable
1) Sustainable living means doing things in a way that lets the people living now have the things
they need, but without reducing the ability of people in the future to meet their needs.
2) Basically, it means behaving in a way that doesn't Irreversibly damage the environment
or use up resources faster than they can be replaced.
3) Big cities need so many resources that it's uniikeiy they'd ever be truly sustainable.
But things can be done to make a city (and the way people live there) more sustainable:
Water Conservation Schemes

Only as much water should be taken from the
environment as can be naturally replaced.
Water conservation schemes reduce the amount

of water used. For example:
collecting rainwater for use on gardens
or for flushing toilets.
installing toilets that use less_water to flush.
•

Energy Conservation Schemes

Burning fossil fuels to generate power isn't sustainable
because they'll run out. Burning them also increases
the rate of climate change because it produces
greenhouse gases (see p.22). Energy conservation
schemes reduce the use of fossil fuels. For example by:
promoting renewable energ\' sources
(wind, solar, tidal etc.) over traditional coal

installing water meters so that people have to
pay for the water that they use.
encouraging people to use less water,
e.g. by turning off taps whilst brushing teeth.

•

Creating Green Space
Cities can be noisy, dirty, busy and hot — they
are unsustainable because people find them
unp.leasant and stressful. Creating green space
within urban areas helps to make sure that they
remain places where people want to live and work.
This is because:

they provide naturally cooler areas where
people can relax in very hot weather.
they encourage people to exercise more and to
use a.iternative transport, e.g. bikes. This makes
people healthier and less stressed.

they make people feel happier by providing a
break from the noise and bustle of the city.
Green spaces also have environmental benefits.
For example:
they reduce the risk of flooding by reducing
surface runofffrom rainfall.

they reduce air pollution by creating pockets
of clean air.

"EXA^
tV?

•

or gas fired power stations.
government incentives to make homes more
energy efficient, e.g. allowing homeowners who
generate electricity from renewable sources
(such as solar panels) to sell any excess energy
to the national grid.
making sure that new homes that are built meet
minimum energy efficiency requirements.
encouraging people to use less energy at home,
e.g. by turning off lights when they're not needed.

Waste Recycling
More recycling means fewer_resources are used, e.g.
metal cans can be melted down and used to make

more cans. Less waste is produced, which reduces the
amount that goes to landfill. Landfill.is unsustainable
as it wastes resources that could be recycled and
eventually there'll be nowhere left to bury the waste.

Decomposing landfill also releases greenhouse gases.
Waste recycling schemes include:
collection of household recycling boxes.

recycling faciiities for larger items, e.g. fridges.
websites, e.g. Freecycle™ and Freegle™, where
items are offered for free so they can be used by
others instead of being thrown away.

A lot of these strategies are common sense
If you're asked about how cities can be made more sustainable in the exam and you can't remember,
don't panic — start off by thinking about how people can use less water or energy in their homes.
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Traffic Management
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Everyone wants a car but everyone hates being stuck in a traffic jam. Cities have so many people and so many cars
that traffic congestion is a massive probiem. Fortunately, there are some schemes in place to manage it.

Traffic Congestion is a Big Problem for Urban Areas
Many people have to travel to work in urban areas, often by car. Businesses also use lorries and vans for deliveries.
Having so many vehicles on the road leads to lots of traffic congestion, which causes problems:
Environmental problems — lots of traffic increases air pollution and the release
of greenhouse gases contributes to climate change (see page 22).
Economic problems — congestion can make people late for work or meetings
and delay deliveries by lorries, which causes companies to lose money.
Social problems — there is a higher chance of accidents (with other cars, cyclists, or pedestrians).
Congestion also causes frustration for drivers, health issues for pedestrians and cyclists (from breathing ,
in polluted air) and can delay emergency vehicles.
J

Public Transport Reduces Traffic Congestion
^<^'"*^^^.^,_,^ ______• ,,,_..___,_ _L__,^U_^^^, •--'^ ':'~-'JlBSl

Many urban transport strategies encourage people to use public transport instead of travelling by car.
London is a good example of the strategies used but similar schemes are also used in many other cities.
D The Docklands Light Railway is an automatic train system that connects east London with the city centre. It operates
mostly on tracks raised above street level, though parts are underground. It is used by 110 million people each year.
2) London's Underground system takes 3 million passengers off the roads every day. A new underground line,
Crossrail, is being built east to west across the city to increase rail capacity in central London by t0%.
3) Self service bicycles are available to hire for as little as 30 minutes at a time, and are cheaper than
other forms of public transport. BIkeJanes and special bike signals at junctions can .[mprove.safety.
4) Electronic 'Oyster Cards' allow people to travel on buses, trains, the Underground and some boats
without buying separate tickets. They can be automatically topped up and are simply swiped on entry
and exit from stations and buses, making them quick and easy to use.
5) Many cities (although not London) also have park-and-ride facilities on the outskirts of the city,
which allow people to drive to a large car park, then get the .bus into the city centre.

traffic Flow Can Also be Managei^l
Traffic congestion can also be reduced by managing the flow of traffic through the city. For example:
1) Ring roads and pedestrianised shopping streets keep traffic away from the city centre, making it
safer and less polluted, and preventing congestion on narrow city centre roads.
2) Bus priority lanes stop buses being held up in traffic, making them more attractive than driving.
3) Parking restrictions make sure parked cars don't block traffic flow on narrow roads.
'Urban clearways' are major roads along which stopping or parking is very limited.
4) Congestion charging discourages drivers from entering the city centre at peak times.
A scheme in Durham cut the number of cars entering the historic city centre by 85%.
5) Car sharing schemes connect people with similar commutes so that fewer cars are needed.
Carpool lanes encourage more people to use car shares. These are traffic lanes where
only cars with 2 or more occupants can go — reducing journey times.
6) Promoting flexible working hours means workers aren't all working the standard hours of
9am to 5pm. This helps to spread traffic out through the day, avoiding congestion at rush hour.
I

Getting people to use public transport is a major traffic management scheme in cities
Basically, the aim is to get as many people as possible out of their cars and onto public transport, then cleverly
manage the flow of the traffic that's left. Something for you to think over next time you're waiting in a queue of traffic.
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Worked Exam Questions
And here's the second lot of worked exam questions for this section. Remember, these answers are just
suggestions — there are other correct answers — but they should give you an idea of the kinds of things to write.
Figure 1

1 Study Figure 1, a photograph of
a street in Northern Ireland.

4

r
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1.1 Using Figure 1 and your own knowledge,
outline two challenges caused by industrial
decline in UK cities.
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became deprived, with poor access to health care and education, and a lack of job opportunities.

[2]
1.2 Using a named example, explain how the mral-urban fringe has been affected by urban sprawl.

^. .'r.'X^.T00! !?as. 3row.1?.'..'?:. .'?as .sp.r?yy.'.e.^. .?.^wa!'i:?s.1 .c.r?.?j:.'!?3 JL.be ^f.^?y?.'.^.e. ?.?.'? .^r.^.^^!?.1?.-. .Tt*.'.s.. h?.^. h?^.
positive effects.^ For examj?ie, housing estates such as Croxteth Park proyicie a pleasant ef1viro"i71ei''t
for. .peop.'e. ?•°.. .iv€.."?; .w.h."e ou^o.^own. .^eveJ.O!?ments'. .e:3'. .^ew. /v<*erseY. .^.?PP.!!13 ?3ar!<'. .crea^e.)o^s .?.r}.^.
j?.r.?y'.^. .s.?.ry'.^.e.^: .^?^Y.^r'. .^y.? 9p.T.?.r?1L. .?.^ J:'?.^. .r.v.^.'.~.^^.r?. fr'.'p^.^ .?'.^?. .!T!?.^H?. .^h.^ .P.P.^.'?. ?.p.^.c.??. .?.^. .'.9?.^
and ecosystems damaged or desti'OYed in a'-ldjtjon, Y! '.a3es su^h ??. ./^^9.h.^9.1?. .hf.Y?. .^.c.?.1??.^. .c.?.'??.t??.^^r.
settlet'nents; such areas may suffer from lack .of, parking and jncreased house prices, w(1ich. may..m6an
?.'?.^J[. .'.?.c.a'. .P.^P.P.'.^. F.?.^..'?.?. ion9?.^.?ft?.^. .t?.. i'.Y?. .^hf.^:.
[4]
1.3 Explain how the sustainability of urban areas can be improved through
energy conservation schemes.

U rban areas have lots °f^omes and .^?.IH?.^.e.^'. .^Y.b.l?.b. .^?. .^. .'.9JL. .?.^.?P?.C9J. M.4F.'?. .9.^.th1.^. .e.l?.?.r3^.
...... ^V.........................^..,..!-M.,

.co.mes .from .f?ssl! .fue's'. w'?.lch. .are .rlo.t.s.usta.lna^'e .'?ec°luse . thej.wl". .run. .o.u.t. . ^.er.9X. .co.r'.se.rYatlon.
schemes Jnci ude encouraynQ Reople. to. use jess energy, e.g. by tLiming off j'9.'?.^'. .?.n.^. .m.a'<:l.n3. .^0!T1?.S.
.r??.c?f?. .?.r?.er2Y.~eff'.c!?.l??L.'. .e.-9: .?nsurl.rl3. ?:.b??. .'?.e.Y^. !?om.es an^. (?f!'^?. .^.ul.'^"?.9.s .m.?.^. .'??.lf!l.mum .ener9J. .?ffl?.'?.l?.(?Y
re^uiremenb, so they use less power. Ener^ .co.n.serY.a^on .sclnemes. .c.arl. .ajso. PromoJ:e. .r.en.e.w.a.^.'.e. .ener3y.
sources (wind, .s.?.'?^ .^.?.'. .^•). .?.Y.e.C. f??.s.'.'. .^'.^. .^'.'. .^'?.??.^. .s.(?h?.17?.^. .t??.^?.1?. .th.?.t.f9.?.1. f^?.'.^ .yy.' . .^..^?.^.

J.e.ss.'.s.?..^.er.e.w.'J!..^e.J.^.RO'[u?:l.on..3n^.?.^r3Y.s.our.c.e.s..w^^
[4]
[Total 10 marks]
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Exam Questions

M

Figure 1

1 Study Figure 1, a map showing
the plans for a new town.

Recycling
centre

1.1 Give two features of the town
that could make it a model for

Key
Water

Q

sustainable living.

I[Parks
Trees

Feature 1:

C=l Roads
0

1

2kni

Feature 2:

-s-

[2]

^3

1.2 Explain how the houses built in the new town in Figure 1 could be designed to use water
more sustainably.
f-t

[4]
[Total 6 marls]

Figure 2

a

t

2 Study Figure 2, an area of Newcastle quayside that has been
regenerated. The area declined when industry relocated.

i.

3-B>

2.1 Using Figure 2, give two features of the regeneration project.
Feature 1:

IIS

y
.••

Feature 2:
-s.'s

[2]

2.2 For a UK urban regeneration project that you have studied, explain how the area has been improved.

E
i

[4]
i

II

[Total 6 marks]
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Revision Summary
Have a go at these questions to check you really know your megacities from your commuter settlements.
Try these questions and tick off each one when you get it right.
When you've done all the questions for a topic and are completely happy with it, tick off the topic.

Urban Growth (p.92-94) Q

1) What is urbanisation? [_~]
2) Where is urbanisation taking place most rapidly? [~]
3) Describe the trend in urbanisation in HICs.

4) Give three push factors that lead to rural-urban migration. [_~j
5) Give one factor, other than migration, that causes urbanisation. Q
6) What is a megacity? [~]
7) Describe how industrialisation can lead to economic development. [_~j
8) a) Using a case study of a city in an LIC or NEE, describe the economic opportunities

offered by urban growth. |]
b) Describe the social challenges that have been caused by rapid urban growth in that city. [|

Change in UK Cities (p.97-101) Q
9) Describe the distribution of population in the UK. ||
10) Why are most cities in the UK found in lowland areas? ||
11) Describe how you could identify the rural-urban fringe on a map. ||
12) Explain how urban change in the UK can lead to opportunities.
13) Explain how urban change in the UK can lead to deprivation.
14) a) Give the reasons why regeneration was needed in a named urban area.

b) List the main features of an urban regeneration scheme in that area. ||
15) a) Explain how migration has influenced the character of a named UK city.

b) Describe the economic opportunities that urban change has created in that city. ||
c) Describe two challenges that urban change has created in that city. ||
16) What is urban sprawl? ||
17) Give two environmental impacts of urban sprawl on the rural urban fringe. [~~]
18) What is a commuter settlement?

19) How might businesses in a village be affected if the village becomes a commuter settlement?

Urban Sustainability (p. 102-103)
20) What does sustainable urban living mean?
21) Describe how water conservation schemes can help make a city more sustainable.
22) Explain the importance of green space for sustainable living in an urban environment.

23) Describe how waste recycling can help make cities more sustainable.
24) Give two economic problems caused by traffic congestion in urban areas.
25) Describe two different ways that public transport can be used to reduce traffic congestion in urban areas.
26) Give three strategies for managing traffic flow in urban areas, and explain how they work.
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